AN EXOTIC HOLIDAY SPECIAL
Who Made The Naughty List?

PLUS!
AN EXOTIC GUIDE TO GIFT GIVING AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

FEATUREING SANTA’S FAVORITE:
DIVINE FROM CLUB ROUGE

DRUNK DRIVING! CONSERVATIVES! HISTORICAL KINK!
DECEMBER 16TH  9PM-2AM

DOUBLE TROUBLE

HOLIDAY BASH

Club Specials
2 GIRL THEME STAGE SHOWS
HOLIDAY DRINK SPECIALS

AMATEUR NIGHT | 1ST MONDAY OF EACH MONTH
COME INTO THE CLUB FOR DETAILS

SPEARMINT RHINO GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
15826 SE DIVISION ST  PORTLAND, OR 97236  (503) 894-9219
WE’RE OPEN ALL HOLIDAYS: FROM 4PM
4PM-2:30AM  OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK  21+  SPEARMINTRHINO.COM

FULL BAR  FREE ENTRY  NOW HIRING ENTERTAINERS!

Get Cozy.... WE NOW DELIVER!

RHINOSUPERSTORE.NET
LINGERIE, NOVELTIES, MOVIES & MORE
THURSDAY
12.14.17
SHOW STARTS @ 8PM
HER FINAL TOUR
COME SEE THE NASTIEST STAGE SHOW
OUR GIFT TO YOU!

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
$50 OFF (11AM - 7PM)
CHAMPAGNE ROOMS
OPEN CHRISTMAS DAY @ 2PM

DON’T FORGET THE BUFFET EACH AND EVERY DAY 12PM - 3PM
FULL BAR | FULLY NUDE | OPEN MON - SAT 11AM - 2AM | SUN 2PM - 2AM
ALWAYS CONTRACTING ENTERTAINERS 18 & UP | CALL: 503.227.3936
403 SW STARK STREET PORTLAND, OR 97204
Cabaret
More Than Just A Strip Club!
OPEN 2PM-2:30AM • HAPPY HOUR 2PM-6PM DAILY
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529
FOLLOW US ON 📷 & LIKE US ON 📲!

Cabaret at Whoville!

4 CHAMPAGNE ROOMS, VIP ROOMS & LAP DANCE CORNERS - YOUR CHOICE!

HUGE MAIN STAGE, LONG CATWALK STAGE AND CAGE STAGE!

LARGE HEATED AND COVERED PATIO WITH 2 BIG SCREEN TVs!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!

EROTIC, 2-GIRL HOT TUB SHOWS!
FRI & SAT 12AM-1AM

HOME OF THE DOLLAR DANCES!

VIDEO LOTTERY 363
VIDEO POKER RETURNS TO CABARET!

ENTERTAINERS ALWAYS NEEDED • LARGE DRESSING ROOM WITH SHOWER & TANNING BED • CALL TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS (503) 252-3529
COME JOIN US FOR OUR
‘80s & ‘90s
NEW YEAR’S
PREFUNK PARTY
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30
HOSTED BY DJ DICK HENNESSY

Candice

HAPPY HOUR 3PM-6PM
BARGAIN BEER MONDAYS
2-FOR-1 LAP DANCES
ALL DAY TUESDAYS
NEW PRIVATE DANCE BOOTHs!

HIRING PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINERS 21+
AUDITIONS
DAILY
TEXT PICTURES TO
(503) 482-3494 / (971) 295-3780

(503) 430-5364 · 10140 SW CANYON RD · BEAVERTON, OR 97005 · OPEN 3PM–2:30AM DAILY
VEGAS-STYLE LINEUP
FRIDAY, DEC 22 - 2PM-2AM

Sylvia's
PlayHouse
www.PlayHousePortland.com
8226 NE FREMONT ST • 503-568-4090

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR.
GSPOT IS THERE!
OPEN FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
24/7/365

Victoria
G Girl of The Month
GSPOT
@GSPOT Portland
PDXGIRLS.COM
8315 SW BARBUR BLVD • 503.972.1111 • 24/7
All Female-Owned And Operated. • EST 1989 • No Appointment Necessary. Couples Welcome. Ladies Free.

TOMMY'S
WORLD-FAMOUS DAISY DUKE CONTEST
LAST FRIDAY DECEMBER 29

Merry Christmas
TOO! FOR TUESDAYS
FOOD SPECIALS EVERY TUESDAY
CAMO THURSDAYS
WEAR CAMO FOR DISCOUNTS EVERY THURSDAY
AWARD WINNING
$7.95 STEAK SPECIAL EVERY DAY

8300 SE FOSTER RD
(503) 432-8238
OPEN 10AM-2AM DAILY
Exotic Magazine  |  xmag.com

Pussycats

www.PussycatsPDX.com

HOT, 30-MINUTE PRIVATE SHOWS!
LAP DANCES, TOY SHOWS, 2 GIRLS & MORE!

NEW SW LOCATION NOW OPEN!

OPEN 24 HOURS

- 3 LOCATIONS -

PDX AIRPORT LOCATION
2414 NE 62ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97220 :: (503) 384-2764

SE PDX LOCATION
5226 SE FOSTER RD
PORTLAND, OR 97206 :: (571) 255-0133

NEW SW PDX LOCATION
5141 SW BEAVERTON-HILLSIDE HWY
PORTLAND, OR 97221 :: (503) 245-4993

Pussycats - Privacy Policy: No cameras, video or audio recording devices are ever placed in the private rooms. No photos allowed.

Margot
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

Mystic
Gentlemen's Club

9950 SE Stark St • (503) 477-9523
Corner of 90th & Washington • 2 blocks off I-505
Open 11AM-2:30AM Daily
www.mysticpdx.com

Toy Drive
Come drop off unopened gifts,
so we may donate them to the local fire stations!
Ends Friday, Dec 22

Open Christmas Day @ 7PM
Christmas dinner $5

Daily Food & Drink Specials

Happy Hour
11AM-7PM Daily

Mystic Boutique
Open to the Public
Great selection of dance apparel & shoes

Industry Night Sundays

FALCO'S PUB
(503) 477-9528 • Open Mon-Fri 2PM-2:30AM,
Sat 11AM-2:30AM & Sun 10AM-2:30AM
Free Wi-Fi

NFL Sunday Ticket
Your home for every NFL and college football game • Make us your living room!

Hiring Dancers 18+ • Open Auditions Mon-Fri 11AM-6PM • (503) 803-1830
Kit Kat Club

On The Naughty List?
BAD GIRLS & BOYS ARE WELCOME!

SATAN
CLAUS IS COMIN’ TO TOWN
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL FESTIVUS
OF FRISKY FELINES
FRI, DEC. 15 & SAT, DEC. 16

STARRING
Kiki Le Mian
AND
Birdie Le Tramp

JOIN US FOR TWO CABARET SHOWCASES EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
STARRING SEXY SHOWGIRLS & NAUGHTY KITTIES IN THEMED FEATURE SETS, BURLESQUE, SIDESHOW & SATIRE!
SEATING AT 1 PM & 7 PM — RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED — VIP TABLES AND BOTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE — RING IN THE NEW YEAR AT KIT KAT — MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS TODAY!
MONDAYS — NAUGHTY '90S WITH NIK SIN
TUESDAYS — SEXY SIDESHOW CIRCUS WITH MYSTIC O'REILLEY
WEDNESDAYS — NERD NIGHT WITH JIMMY NEVSTETTER
THURSDAYS — BIG TOP BOOZE DROP WITH JON DUTCH
SUNDAYS — BAD KITTIES WITH NIKKI LEV

OPEN 4PM-2:30AM DAILY • KITKATCLUBPDX.COM • 231 SW ANKENY • DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
FEATURES

MISTLETOE & CONSENT
how to have a sexy holiday without being creepy
page 20
by dr helen shepard

N.Y.E. D.U.I.
enjoy new year’s eve without dying
page 30
by dj hazmatt

FINAL ROUNDS OF M.E.O.
a naked recap of the miss exotic oregon qualifiers
page 42
photos by hypnox & dvth cvlt

HANKY PANKY
HISTORY
kins of well-known historical figures
page 56
by belinda carroll

INSIDE STUFF

THE MONTHLY COLUMN
GREEN ROOM DIARIES
EROTIC CITY
SPOTLIGHT OF EVENTS
DICK’S STRIP CLUB HAUNTED HOUSE
PINUP CALENDAR
LEFT BEHIND
EROTIC MAPS (PDX/OR/WA)
TYPICAL SLUT
TOP 5
STRIPPED IN PORNLAND
CLASSIFIEDS
ROSE WATER
THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

CLUB SINROCK

DESIRE

the Grinch party

Sat Dec 16th, 9pm
special appearance
with "dj grinch" aka mao
(free grinch lap photos)

12035 NE GLISAN ST, PORTLAND • 503. 889. 0332
OPEN 2PM - 2:30AM MONDAY thru SUNDAY

AUDITION HOTLINE: text/call 360. 335. 7721 • follow us on • like us
JAG’S
CLUBHOUSE
DANCERS & COCKTAILS

Happy Holidays
From All Of Us At Paradise!
20% OFF
ALL TOYS, APPAREL
& PIPES ALL
MONTH!
DANCERS-DISCOUNT
20% OFF!!!

PARADISE
ADULT SUPERSTORE
Full Arcade, Toys, Lube, N₂O & More!
Always Open
Large Glass Selection
DVDs As Low As $4.99
Check Out Our Huge,
New Line Of Lingerie,
Dancerwear & Shoes!

14712 SE STARK ST | PORTLAND | 503-255-9414

Fantasyland
ADULT SUPERSTORE

DVDS STARTING
AT $9.99
KAMA SUTRA
GREAT GIFTS & TOYS
FULL ARCADE
EXOTIC OILS
LOTIONS & CREAMS

503-655-4667
16016 SE 82ND DRIVE
JUST EAST OF I-205
OFF THE DAMASCUS EXIT

Burlesque Every Last Tuesday Of The Month! With Prizes!
DAILY SPECIALS • HAPPY HOUR 4PM-7PM DAILY
FULL BAR • COLDEST BEER • FULL LOTTO
DANCER AUDITIONS
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY • CALL (503) 289-1351
NEW PARKING LOT ON WEST SIDE OF THE BAR NOW OPEN!

605 N COLUMBIA BLVD • (503) 289-1351
OPEN 11AM-1AM DAILY
Portland's 18 & Over Strip Club

Now Open
Mon-Sat 8pm-4am

Follow us on
@TheAfterPartyStripClubPdx

Follow us to The After Party with Portland's Hottest DJ's

www.TheAfterPartyPdx.com

Location
Portland China Town
301 NW 4th Ave

Now Hiring
971-266-3279
Well, CMD means "carpet matches drapes." So, if they did just shave a gorilla, they also dyed its crotch. FIV means "fingers in vagina," as in, you're allowed to shove your booger hooks in there, should you so choose. FK is "French kissing," meaning raw, salivating, mouth-on-mouth contact. CBJ is a "covered blowjob," meaning you get your knob jobbed, but only with a jimmy hat on. Last is GS, which is the option to do a "golden shower." You know, gettin' peed on, that's how to translate an escort ad.

I've provided a list—diligently researched for ages—of all the acronyms I could find for escort services and their meanings. Hopefully, this can be of some help to you holiday shoppers.

- **BBS** - Bareback. No condom needed.
- **BJB** - Bareback Blowjob. You get the idea.
- **BBW** - Big Beautiful Woman. For the chubby chasers.
- **BDSM** - Bondage and all that fun crap.
- **CCR** - Full service for under $200. Why it's named after Creedence, I don't know.
- **CD** - Cross-Dresser.
- **CF - Covered Full Service. You boink to completion, but only with protection.
- **CG** - Cowgirl. They're willing to look at you during the act.
- **CIM** - Cum In Mouth. You can cum in their mouth, genius.
- **CIP** - Cum In Pussy. Does not involve cats.
- **DDP** - Double Dip Penetration. Both holes.
- **DDE** - Doesn't Do Extras. Presumably, this means no juggling.
- **DIY** - Do It Yourself. You sit there and jerk it, while they do something one would assume is erotic in nature (and not their taxes or some shit).
- **DP** - Double Penetration. Bring a friend!
- **FBSM** - Full Body Sensual Massage. Erotic rub-down, usually followed with a tug-and-chug.
- **FOV** - Finger Outside Vagina. Not sure what the deal is with this, but I guess you just poke them, like a kid who finds a dead animal.
- **GB** - Get Brain. A blowjob. I like this one. Get brain, blowjob, "covering, mouth-on-mouth contact. CBJ is a "covered blowjob," meaning you get your knob jobbed, but only with a jimmy hat on. Last is GS, which is the option to do a "golden shower." You know, gettin' peed on, that's how to translate an escort ad.

Now, since a great many folks don't visit escorts until the holiday season, it can be important to remember the ins-and-outs of ordering. In the ads they post in your favorite adult corners of the internet, there's usually a short description, followed by a series of esoteric codes. What are these codes, you ask? Well, they're codes for what your escort will or won't do by that, I mean a well-earned visit (or two) with an escort.

An example: Tall Redhead Outcall (Hotel Only) True Fantasy CMD, FIV, CBJ, FK, GS.

The fuck does all that mean?

Well, let's start with "tall redhead"—presumably, this means you're buying time with a rather tall redhead (though, it's most likely just a shaved gorilla in a wig). Then, we have "outcall," which means that they visit you and have no designated location at which they can be visited. "Hotel only" means...well, you can meet them at hotels only (like that makes them harder to string or something). Then, there's "true fantasy," which is just a bit of color.

Yet, those weird acronyms...what are these???

Well, CMD means "carpet matches drapes." So, if they did just shave a gorilla, they also dyed its crotch. FIV means "fingers in vagina," as in, you're allowed to shove your booger hooks in there, should you so choose. FK is "French kissing," meaning raw, salivating, mouth-on-mouth contact. CBJ is a "covered blowjob," meaning you get your knob jobbed, but only with a jimmy hat on. Last is GS, which is the option to do a "golden shower." You know, gettin' peed on, that's how to translate an escort ad.

I've provided a list—diligently researched for ages—of all the acronyms I could find for escort services and their meanings. Hopefully, this can be of some help to you holiday shoppers.

- **BBS** - Bareback. No condom needed.
- **BJB** - Bareback Blowjob. You get the idea.
- **BBW** - Big Beautiful Woman. For the chubby chasers.
- **BDSM** - Bondage and all that fun crap.
- **CCR** - Full service for under $200. Why it's named after Creedence, I don't know.
- **CD** - Cross-Dresser.
- **CF - Covered Full Service. You boink to completion, but only with protection.
- **CG** - Cowgirl. They're willing to look at you during the act.
- **CIM** - Cum In Mouth. You can cum in their mouth, genius.
- **CIP** - Cum In Pussy. Does not involve cats.
- **DDP** - Double Dip Penetration. Both holes.
- **DDE** - Doesn't Do Extras. Presumably, this means no juggling.
- **DIY** - Do It Yourself. You sit there and jerk it, while they do something one would assume is erotic in nature (and not their taxes or some shit).
- **DP** - Double Penetration. Bring a friend!
- **FBSM** - Full Body Sensual Massage. Erotic rub-down, usually followed with a tug-and-chug.
- **FOV** - Finger Outside Vagina. Not sure what the deal is with this, but I guess you just poke them, like a kid who finds a dead animal.
- **GFE** - Girlfriend Experience. I'm assuming this means that you get ready for a big deal, only to spend an hour or two being told how much you suck and never take her places, and how everything you do isn't ever enough, until you just wanna die.

**HDH** - High Dollar Hottie. Expensive meat.

**HM** - High Mileage. I guess some of these are brutal honest, or more likely, not written by the escorts themselves.

**LDD** - Low Dollar Looker. Discount produce.


**LOS** - Land Of Smiles. Thailand, apparently. It's supposed to describe an escort from Thailand.

**MBR** - Multiple Bell Ringing. They will work to make you nut a couple times.

**MSG** - Many Shots On Goal. Same as above, but sounds sportier.

**PSE** - Pornstar Experience. If I had to say what this really is, I'd say it probably means that a girl with fake tits shows up late and blasted out of her mind.


**RS** - Roman Shower. They'll puke on you if you ask. Not sure if this implies you have to feed them first, or if they come "loaded."

**Russian** - Does not mean they are Russian, but instead that they'll let you titty fuck them. Not sure how that one got started, but I'm also not too sure I want to know.

**SOG** - Shot On Goal. Just one. One nut for you. No more.

**TG** - Transgender. The oldest profession meets the latest craze.

**Tina** - Meth. Usually in the context of "payment" in Tina accepted. " Strap in, kids—this will likely be a ride.

**TV** - Transvestite. No clarification if they are required to be from transsexual Transylvania.

**YMMV** - Your Mileage May Vary. Says it all, doesn't it?

So there's the guide. Hopefully, this can help eliminate some of the confusion associated with your holiday shopping for dad. Enjoy! -WSTM


**Wombstretcha the Magnificent** is a writer, crunk revivelist, space gigolo, port-a-john test engineer and retired rapper from Portland, OR. He can be found on Twitter as @Wombstretcha503, on Facebook by name and at Wombstretcha.com year-round.
GREAT BEER & COCKTAIL SPECIALS!

HIRING PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINERS 21+
SEND PHOTOS TO HAWTHORNESTRIP@GMAIL.COM

3532 SE POWELL BLVD · (503) 232-9516 · OPEN 2PM-2:30AM DAILY

CHECK OUT OUR NEW FACEBOOK PAGE & INSTAGRAM! WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HAWTHORNESTRIPONPOWELL | @HAWTHORNESTRIP | #HAWTHORNESTRIPONPOWELL | HAWTHORNESTRIP.COM
7 TIPS FOR HAVING A PROGRESSIVE, SEX-POSITIVE HOLIDAY SEASON

From dwindling daylight and a pervasive, damp cold, to expectations of tradition and love for even the most racist of distant family members, winter is a time of ever-increasingly maddening depression. It’s not just me, is it?

When faced with family and tradition, it’s easy to get caught up in the shame (regarding our sexuality) that many of us were raised with. So, here’s a progressive and light-hearted look at how we can bring a little sex-positivity to this holiday season.

1. Find The Right Gift

Because we know how much our usual hatred of each other will impact our family gatherings, we give each other gifts, as if to say, “I hate you almost all the time and these months make me want to kill myself, but here’s one straw of optimism to grasp...I hope you enjoy it.” This, inevitably, creates a negative feedback cycle of pressure and disdain, as we try to give good gifts and resent people for wasting money on stuff we'll never use.

Fear not—I have the perfect solution: sex toys. More specifically, a gift certificate to your favorite local, gender-inclusive, body-positive sex boutique. Your slutty cousin will thank you and your parents will find the spark they needed to learn to love each other again. For your homophobic uncle, I recommend skipping the gift certificate and going straight for a butt plug—maybe one with a rainbow unicorn tail, if you’re feeling saucy [ED: I recommend GlowFuckYourself.com for a large variety of custom buttplugs], or a black studded one, if you’re going to try to keep a straight face while you give it to him. Worst-case scenario, your relatives don’t appreciate the gifts and the result is that you helped support a progressive, local business. Regardless, you sent the message to your family, that they don’t need to be ashamed of their bodies or their sexuality. It’s a win-win!

2. Use Your Ears To Hide A Sexy Secret

There’s nothing quite like having an overtly erotic experience surrounded by thousands of strangers. Since mysterious invitations to cult sex parties are so few and far between these days, I’m willing to settle for erotic stories on my headphones at the airport. An internet search for “sex-positive podcast” will give you lots of recommendations—one of my favorites is Risk! Hosted by a queer man, Risk! is raunchy, devastating, hilarious and bold. I love to laugh, cry and get majorly turned on to it in public, while knowing that nobody knows what’s going on inside those headphones.

3. Remember Consent

Mistletoe and New Year's kisses are a tricky subject in the world of sex-positivity. On the one hand, of course we want to encourage people to kiss and enjoy each other. On the other, we want to discourage pressuring people to kiss and touch in ways they won't enjoy. So, avoid hanging mistletoe this holiday season—it probably just makes you a creep. And, don't assume anybody wants to kiss you on New Year’s Eve. If you’re with somebody you’d like to kiss, look them in the eye warmly and open your arms wide. Then, wait for them to come to you. If they hesitate (but allow you to come to them), do us all a favor and give them a peck on the cheek (or a hug), instead of a kiss on the mouth—don’t take any unnecessary risks, where consent is concerned.

4. Tind

Usage of dating apps goes up massively around the holidays. So, the likelihood of hooking up is greatly increased. This seems particularly applicable if you’re visiting a town where you don’t live. Sew some wild oats—people love hooking up when there’s no risk of long-term attachments.

5. Spend Time With Strippers

Spend extra time at the strip clubs and buy an extra lap dance. Everybody can use a little extra excitement during the holidays—you, your dancer and her kids. So, tip well!

6. Explore People’s Pronouns

Don't just assume everybody you meet embraces the gender they appear to be. Transgender people are becoming increasingly used to folks asking (and being asked) about pronouns—this is a good thing! But, being progressive means taking this conversation forward to all types of people—not just people who are visibly trans. Most people never stop to consider their relationship with their gender, but trans people are asked to question their attachments constantly.

It’s easy—when introducing yourself, give people your name and say, “and I use he/him (or she/her or they/them) pronouns.” If somebody new gives you their name, ask them, “and what gender pronouns do you use?” If they don’t know what you’re talking about, this is the perfect opportunity to talk about expectations of gender that are put on us at birth, and how many people around the world do not conform to, or match, these gender expectations. Far from being mandatory, gender can be a fun exploration.

7. Have Sex At Home

Whether it’s broadcasting a webcam of you masturbating in your childhood bedroom, or giving your partner a blowjob in the living room, embrace sexuality and push the boundaries of getting caught. What do you think would happen, if somebody heard you moaning? Probably nothing. Their embarrassment and shame would prevent them from knocking on your door, or ever bringing it up. I’m not suggesting you scream so the whole house can hear—I’m suggesting you push yourself to be a little louder, a little bolder and I think you’ll find you’re rewarded in sexual excitement (and pleasure) many times over your risk.

Above all else, play, take risks, have fun and be safe!

Dr. Helen Shepard is a Doctor of Human Sexuality, with a practice in Eugene. Learn more at EugeneSexology.com.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

CLUB PLAY PEN

CLOSE TO PDX! STOP BY TO RELAX AFTER ALL THE AIRPORT HUBBUB!

ALL LOTTERY
HOT LAP DANCES & PRIVATE VIP
HAPPY HOUR 3PM-6PM DAILY
NOW HIRING COOKS & SECURITY

AUDITIONS SAT-TUE 11AM-5PM OR CALL NATALIE (971) 284-3455

6210 NE COLUMBIA BLVD · PORTLAND, OR 97218
OPEN DAILY AT 11AM · (503) 281-3212 · WWW.CLUBPLAYPEN.COM

Klassie

Whispers

NEW OFFERING PRIVATE & DISCREET ROOMS
FOR SPONTANEOUS COUPLES THAT NEED A LITTLE MORE
EXCITEMENT!!!!
VIDEOS • NEW TOYS • FETISH
ENTICING PRIVATE SHOWS
SEDUCTIVE LAP DANCES
SEXY & PLAYFUL ENTERTAINERS
AT ALL TIMES
VERY DISCREET
PRIVACY IS OUR PRIORITY
AFTER-HOURS SPECIALS!

ALWAYS HIRING ATTRACTIVE & CHARMING LADIES (18+)
CONTACT JESSE @ (360) 513-3792 OR (971) 284-3456

8102 NE KILLINGSWORTH ST · PORTLAND OREGON 97218
WWW.WHISPERSPDX.CLUB
(971) 255-1039 • OPEN UNTIL 3AM OR LATER!
Babes, Booze and B Movies!

Rose City Strip
3620 SE 35TH PL • (503) 239-1004
Open 3pm–2:30am Daily

Come See The RCS Ice Queen
Lucas

AUDITIONS
Dancers, Text For A Shift Today!
Devin (503) 347-3267
17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd / Milwaukie, OR 97267 / (503) 908-1177

Open Mon-Sat 11:30AM-2AM & Sun 4PM-Last Call • www.pdxgold.club

Auditioning Dancers 18 and up • Contact (971) 263-7772

Holiday Hours
Open Christmas Eve 4PM-12AM
Closed Christmas
Open New Year’s Eve Day 4PM-1AM
Open New Year’s Day 6PM-2AM

Kiri

New Food Menu
Daily Lunch Specials
Happy Hour ‘Til 7PM
Large Outdoor Patio Area
6 Oregon Lottery Machines
2 Pool Tables
Free Wi-Fi

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
Good Gifts

A New Pipe Or Bong

When's the last time you smoked out of a clean piece? Most people treat their paraphernalia like they treat their cars—at first, they keep it all shiny and new, but, eventually, the condition devolves into “just above working,” before it gets covered in sticky brown stuff and ends up being used by god only knows how many people. Much like that “new piece? Most people treat their paraphernalia like an icicle to purchasing the right gifts for the weed smokers in your life.

Halloween Candy

Stoners love Halloween-themed anything, regardless of the season. It’s a semi-well-known fact that grocery stores always discount their holiday-themed crap a few days after any given holiday. I picked up about twenty-five bucks worth of gummy bears for three dollars in August, because they were themed with Fourth Of July colors (if you need proof that I’m a stoner for life, I actually follow the market price of gummy bears). Anyhow, all the ugly-ass warehouse grocery stores have Halloween candy on a major discount right now. Plus, ten pounds of candy corn will fit nicely with all the Nightmare Before Christmas stuff that your stoned loved one likely owns (or, at least make for a good giggle). Seriously, though—Halloween candy is cheap right now. “Buy the dip,” as traders say. Fun Dip. It’s next to free right now.

A Copy Of Exotic

We don’t print “free” in large font on the front of our magazine, because we have class. For relatives outside the Oregon and Washington areas, consider sending them a stack of these bad boys. Ya know, “for the articles.” Tell them you paid a lot of money for it and convince them to return the favor, by taking you to stars.

Last-Gen Video Game System

You’d think, that being legal in Oregon and Washington, a baby pot plant would make a great gift. However, you may as well just give someone a baby human or a dog. Pot plants require tender, loving care. Yes, they can technically “grow anywhere,” but so can babies and dogs. You don’t want to be raising the equivalent of a stray pet on probation, which is analogous to how most home-grown weed turns out. Of note, this also goes for the new games are expensive as hell, and with every new generation, micro-transactions (shit you have to pay for, in the game, with real money) are becoming more common. Compare this to a last-generation console—there are tons of cheap, used 360 games for sale at the local video game rip-off stores, the hardware and software bugs have already been fixed, and the best part is, you’ll be able to “return” the game (keep it for yourself), should the recipient be one of those ungrateful, I-only-want-expensive-shit types.

Gift Certificate For Some Shit They Wouldn’t Normally Buy

A massage certificate. Spencer’s Gifts store credit. Toys ‘R’ Us Bucks. The thing withstoners, is that we spend all our money on weed, nutrients, power bills, cam girls and Denny’s. We like the blacklight poster of Tupac juxtaposed against a weed leaf, but we won’t part with greenbacks to get it. So, get it for us! Now is the time of year to waste money on the extreme, but don’t go too far into left field. Stock in Pets.com may not be the best idea.

Bad Gifts

Medibles

Okay, hear me out...medibles can make great presents, but not for the holidays. Why? Well, try opening up a chocolate bar in front of the nephews, telling them that they can’t have any and then smiling. Then, when you start to feel the effects an hour later, giggle in tears, while your family wonders why you just denied a child chocolate. Plus, medibles are still sketchy as fuck. If I spend fifty bucks on a Willy Wonka Thunderf**k Bar, I’m gonna need more specific instructions than just “eat some and if that doesn’t work, eat more.” We need to put forward coke dealers in charge of medibles—at least they know how to properly cut and measure their product.

Weed Plants

You’d think that, being legal in Oregon and Washington, a baby pot plant would make a great gift. However, you may as well just give someone a baby human or a dog. Pot plants require tender, loving care. Yes, they can technically “grow anywhere,” but so can babies and dogs. You don’t want to be raising the equivalent of a stray pet on probation, which is analogous to how most home-grown weed turns out. Of note, this also goes for the new games are expensive as hell, and with every new generation, micro-transactions (shit you have to pay for, in the game, with real money) are becoming more common. Compare this to a last-generation console—there are tons of cheap, used 360 games for sale at the local video game rip-off stores, the hardware and software bugs have already been fixed, and the best part is, you’ll be able to “return” the game (keep it for yourself), should the recipient be one of those ungrateful, I-only-want-expensive-shit types.

Gift Certificate For Some Shit They Wouldn’t Normally Buy

A massage certificate. Spencer’s Gifts store credit. Toys ‘R’ Us Bucks. The thing withstoners, is that we spend all our money on weed, nutrients, power bills, cam girls and Denny’s. We like the blacklight poster of Tupac juxtaposed against a weed leaf, but we won’t part with greenbacks to get it. So, get it for us! Now is the time of year to waste money on the extreme, but don’t go too far into left field. Stock in Pets.com may not be the best idea.

Bad Gifts

Medibles

Okay, hear me out...medibles can make great presents, but not for the holidays. Why? Well, try opening up a chocolate bar in front of the nephews, telling them that they can’t have any and then smiling. Then, when you start to feel the effects an hour later, giggle in tears, while your family wonders why you just denied a child chocolate. Plus, medibles are still sketchy as fuck. If I spend fifty bucks on a Willy Wonka Thunderf**k Bar, I’m gonna need more specific instructions than just “eat some and if that doesn’t work, eat more.” We need to put forward coke dealers in charge of medibles—at least they know how to properly cut and measure their product.
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THE END OF THE CURRENT YEAR

Aw shit, son. You know why Santa Claus doesn't have any kids? Because, he only cums once a year and it's down a chimney. Sorry...I stole that joke from a Laffy Taffy wrapper, because I needed to fill another 44 words in this column.

R.I.P. Boom Boom Room

As many folks have already heard, Boom Boom Room was recently sold. Now, I don't like to get into the risky territory of mentioning specific clubs and behind-the-scenes information, but Boom Boom holds a special place in my heart. Barbur was my stomping grounds for years. In fact, it was the first place I lived, when I moved up to Portland from Salem. Barbur has a certain charm that separates itself from the rest of the city and, to an extent, even the more affluent, surrounding neighborhoods. Anyone who has lived in Portland for decades, knows all about "the twelve to Tigard" and the amazing mix of culture, crazy people and community college students that Barbur was (and, still is, in some aspects). Yes, Crab Bowl is still open. It never closed—it just looks that way. Boom Boom Room, on the other hand, was a nice slice of the strip club life, as if a little piece of Reno was uprooted, given more progressive laws and placed in between Multnomah and the freeway. An extremely upscale club priced in to accommodate working class customers, the only complaint I ever had with Boom Boom was the fact they built it so close to the freeway exit. I took on the drive home, I mean, give a man some leeway before you take all of his money.

When you first turn 21, you want to feel like a baller. Looking back, I was a shitty tipper, but even if it was just a few bucks, the Boom Boom girls always made me and my friends feel like we were the white extras in a Snoop Dogg video. Time one, we came rolling in, reeking of weed and ordering sodas, because we didn't want to get the spins. Sitting at the rack, polite-

ly placing bills down and trying to blend in, the DJ announced, "Alright peeps, we got some Bone Thugs coming up for my smokers down there at the rack, who need to change their damn laundry, ha!" Again with the firsts, as a 21-year old, you might not yet grasp the concept of cool adults, who are cool with weed and play cool music for you, because they know you're cool! I'm not saying the bouncers would have been cool with us blazing up in the parking lot, but it was a fantastic transition into adulthood—to be treated like, well, adults (even though we were clearly still proud owners of Bob Marley posters).

Speaking of music, two of my favorites (Dick Hennessy and Jared) ruled that fucking DJ booth. You'd often hear Slayer and Wu-Tang back to back, which is a feat that I've rarely been able to pull off. I can't say that Dick is hurting for shifts without being proven wrong by the previous ten pages of ads, but if you get a chance to employ either of these gentlemen, they have my word. Oh, and Brian. He has nothing to do with Boom Boom, but he's looking for work, too. I don't wanna out him, but just go ahead and hire any DJ named Brian (who says he knows me and can prove it).

Anyhow, I just want to let everyone know that Boom Boom Room now falls into the category of "Old Portland," along with Church Of Elvis, X-Ray Cafe, The City Nightclub and a slew of never-to-be-forgotten memorabilia. We get sad any time a strip club closes, but Boom Boom Room had a special vibe to it. To the new hands take it over, may you have the best intentions and keep the legacy going, regardless of the name or theme. It's just off the exit and located on Barbur. How could you go wrong?

Miss Exotic Oregon: The New Blood

I would legally tell you to gamble on the outcome of Miss Exotic, but it's also immoral because, by the time this is published, we will already know the results. This is the screwed up thing about the publishing industry; we care more about getting you our mags on time, than we do holding off for the news. It's also screwed up that I found a way to squeeze a semicolon into a paragraph about strippers and pole dancing contests. Portland State University, ladies and gentlemen.

What I am going to say, is that, regardless of the outcome, everyone who competed was a winner. God, that sounds trite. But, I went to a few of the qualifier rounds and judged at the finals. What I saw, were dancers who genuinely enjoyed their craft. For a few weeks, all the dressing room drama and social media beef was put aside, and competition was friendly as hell. Now, since I'm writing this a week before the finals, I'm really hoping that there wasn't a huge gang fight in the style Michael Jackson's "Beat It" (unless, of course, that was part of a theme set). But, as of a week before the final rounds, I'm impressed that our industry keeps churning out new talent that respects the craft. It takes guts to dance naked, let alone in front of several strangers, who are literally judging your every move.
In past years, there’s always been some sort of rumor surrounding the competition, whether it was regarding vote-rigging, insider trading, secret pedophile rings located in the basement of pizza joints on the edge of town, the whole nine…but, as an insider, I can guarantee no one affiliated with Exotic has any idea who will win, until the final votes are tallied. The only exception I can think of, is the year we gave a bunch of Bernedette’s votes to Hillary, but that was because Bernedette wanted us to give ads away for free.

Congrats to Miss Exotic 2018, whoever you are. Keep an eye on our Facebook page (facebook.com/XoticMag) and our Instagram (@exotic_mag) or Xmag.com, for pre-January leaks about the winners.

Who Will Be The First Marijuana-Friendly Strip Club?

Clearly, we don’t discriminate against stoners (did you forget about my Boom Boom story already?!) Our corner of the industry is at the forefront, with innovations made daily to keep us on top. There is a vegan strip club next to the world’s best steakhouse, which is also a strip club. You can get your dog washed by a topless woman in a parking lot. There are more varieties of buttplug on stage than there are body types. Portland (and the surrounding area) is like the Apple of the strip club industry (except, we’re a tad nuts). We have in our pocket).

So, who’s got dibs on dabs? If we can serve shots, why not pot? I’m just trying to sell one of these slogans I’ve had written down forever. Name your price and I’ll release it to ya. But, come on, open up a Sativa-Dominant Strip Club already. Sure, customers may forget to tip, but that’s why you have a DJ to remind them.

Do you have any idea how much food you would sell, whether carnivore or herbivore? Put me in front of bacon, breasts and a bong, and I promise I will never leave your fucking establishment. Plus, we just wrapped up with harvest season and growers have mad cash. Where do you think they want to spend it, Home Depot?

I know that at least a few of you out there are considering the legalities, but take into account that you can watch two girls eat ass while you drink beer—what kind of lawyer wouldn’t be able to argue a case against a joint-friendly patio? Trust me, the laws are changing by the day. Get in now and remember to run an ad in our magazine. Hell, I’ll even “review” your club for ya (and, then, I’ll come back the next day to do it again, because short-term memory is a myth).

Chinese Introduce Social Credit System

Imagine an episode of Black Mirror, in which everyone is judged by a credit score, which is determined by one’s reputation, as determined by social media postings, tweets, drunken texts to former pornstars asking them if the Illuminati really controls the industry, etc. Now, replace all the stock Netflix actors with real Chinese people. This is happening.

That shit you posted about your room-mate? That thing you said about your last boss? Congrats. By 2020, it will be public record and will impact everything from your ability to find work, to your financial credit rating. China will give people “social credit scores,” based on what they consume (if you eat too much, you’re worth less), share on social media (goodbye shitposts) and all sorts of wonderful stuff. Remember that text you apologized for after you sobered up?

As it stands, the Court Of Public Opinion does a pretty decent job keeping in check those who deserve it. But, that’s the free market at work and it usually involves the public outing of someone’s criminal accusations. This is not the same thing as being forced to boycott people who I do not want to support, because they’re deemed to be un-persons as a result of not paying a bill, eating fatty foods or posting drunken shit on the Westboro Baptist Facebook page. Further, I may not want to know that my next door neighbor likes to send naughty photos to her ex-husband, or if the guy I buy weed from was banned from Twitter for calling @Lenadunham a pig—that’s none of my business. We screen our writers for, say, felonies. Sort of. Okay, I’ve never even asked. But, I don’t give two shits about whether or not Brad Cox cussed out the owners of Daynight Donuts on Yelp. It doesn’t matter if Jaime Dunkle liked a Facebook post by former Beatle, Charles Manson. None of this is my business. If people I associate with are “problematic,” I’ll do a criminal background check and decide for myself. But, I am deathly afraid that some sort of social credit system would prevent me from making moves in life, simply because the algorithms discovered I was, say, a strip club DJ and a Juggalo.

What happens to sex workers, if (when) the U.S. adopts a social credit score system? “Stripper” is one of those words that can be used as a slur—does anyone think it will hold up to a computer algorithm that determines a human’s social worth? Even “exotic dancer” or similar euphemisms do not hide the “dances naked for cash with an honor-system tax arrangement” aspect of this industry. Further, what about our advertisers? Our layout staff? Under a rule of social capital, would anyone associated with “undesirables” be excommunicated from society?

I know it seems out there, but if it’s not as hypothetical as we’d like to think, what can we do to prevent it? I say, we should stop openly rating folks based on categories—this is something that goes on daily, all over the internet and bleeding into real life. We need to stop treating each other like shit based on, oh, social media postings about politicians or opinions on gender. I know, I’m doing the whole “steal M.L.K’s speech, because motherfuckers still haven’t picked up on it” thing. But, once we open the floodgates for division, we will drown. Did M.L.K. say that? If not, I’m stealing it from whoever did. Every post about how “Group X” is heathens/deplorables/etc., goes into the data pile.
Imagine if simply liking a Pepe meme or photo of Trump staring at the sun would prevent you from receiving employment.

Right now, my friends are my reputation. Thankfully, I don’t discriminate based on things like income, political preference, dietary habits or the like—I keep it simple and just avoid hipsters and catty white girls. But, again, that’s the free market for you. What if I was forced to avoid hipsters and catty white girls, just because they rank lowest on the social credit score? That’s not a world I want to live in. What if I need a Starbucks?

Whenever someone says, “I don’t judge,” I take that as a challenge. I know, for a fact, that at least a handful of you have unfriended me from social media, but still read my columns. I dig. But, my 3AM shitposts should not prevent my family from living a good life. And, the fact that said family is entirely hypothetical, should also not be reason to excommunicate me for being a waste of resources and hoarding all this would-be alimony money for sweet, precious video games and bachelorhood. In short, keep your laws off my shitposts and, in the words of the white women I avoid, “don’t ju-uh-dge mee.”

So, while you’re using Bitcoin to pay for L.S.D., stop and consider that this whole “social credit thing” is not as impossible as you’d want it to be. Get at least partially off the grid. Avoid trackers, by using the Brave browser instead of Firefox or Chrome. Search with DuckDuckGo, instead of Google. Pay cash or use cryptocurrency when possible. Quit whoring out your digital information. Because, if (when) they decide to stamp your name with a digital social credit score, you’ll get flagged for supporting damn near anyone who advertises in this publication.

Then again, I turn 38 next month. I’ve already accepted that my credit score and age are creeping closer and closer each year. And, my reputation has been smeared so many times, it’s gone from shit to clay. So, this warning goes out to all you Millennials and your fancy mechanical do-dads. Do you want killer robots? Because, this is how we get killer robots.
FRI 1 – STARS CABARET (SALEM)
SALEM POLICE TOY DRIVE BEGINS (ENDS DEC 12)
FRI 8 & SAT 9 – HARVEY'S COMEDY CLUB – RAY MCMILLIN
TUE 12 – LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE – FLANNEL PARTY
THU 14 – CLUB ROUGE – XXX LEGEND JENNA HAZE (FINAL TOUR)
FRI 15 & SAT 16 – KIT KAT CLUB
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL FESTIVUS OF FRISKY FELINES
SAT 16 – CLUB SINROCK – GRINCH PARTY & COAT DRIVE
SAT 16 – SPEARMINT RHINO – DOUBLE TROUBLE HOLIDAY BASH
SUN 17 – DEVILS POINT
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TUE 19 – KIT KAT CLUB – THE CLOWN CABARET
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FETISH MODEL RUBBER DOLL
FRI 22 – SKINN – CHRISTMAS PARTY
FRI 22 & SAT 23 – THE SUNSET STRIP
FETISH MODEL RUBBER DOLL
SAT 23 – STARS CABARET (BRIDGEPORT)
UGLY SWEATER PARTY
MON 25 – SPYCE GENTLEMEN'S CLUB
5TH ANNUAL UGLY SWEATER CONTEST
MON 25 – STARS CABARET (BRIDGEPORT)
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FRI 29 – TOMMY'S TOO
WORLD-FAMOUS DAISY DUKE CONTEST
SAT 30 – XPOSE – '80S & '90S N.Y.E. PREFUNK PARTY
SUN 31 – CHEETAHS CABARET (SALEM) & SPYCE GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
I don't normally use this column to take a serious tone, but, in the past, I have used my platform to speak out against serious topics, when appropriate. Sexual assault within the comedy scene, strippers and club owners going head-to-head over new legislation, the sudden and problematic rise of dubstep...you name it.

This time around, I'm going to write a piece that's been sitting on my desk for years. Put simply, if you're going out this New Year's Eve, do not drink and drive. I know, it sounds like a fucking public service announcement. But, I'm going to make the case that drunk driving is among (if not, the worst of) the problems facing the entertainment industry.

The Club You Just Left Will Pay The Price For Your Stupidity

If you die of a heart attack, your family cannot sue McDonald's. If you get hit by a bus after leaving the weed dispensary because you were trying to dab up in the parking lot, you can't sue the dispensary. But, for some fucked-up reason, if you get turned up to eleven on Four Loko, walk into a strip club, order a shot, leave and get in a car accident, the bar that served you the shot will be held liable and they will likely be sued into the pavement (or, worse, shut down). This makes no sense. Bartenders are physically incapable of adhering to the Oregon Liquor Control Gestapo's regulations of monitoring their hundreds-or-more deep customer base on a busy Saturday night, in a club full of literal smoke and mirrors, populated by beautiful (and distracting) women, drunk dudes trying to yell over each other and a DJ who keeps playing Godsmack for the tattooed stripper who clacks her heels, because that's the only rock music he knows.

These laws will not change. On the list of legitimate organizations that care about their fellow man, the O.L.C.G. falls somewhere between Hitler Youth and Westboro Baptist. To say they are scum, would be to give scum a bad name. So, keep in mind the difference between ideals and reality—and, yes, your drunk ass will end up spilling the beans to the cop who drags you out of your car. A bartender, who was just trying to stop you from yelling “HEY! HEY! HEY! Can I get a shot? HEY! Hellooooo? CAN I GET A SHOT???” is now out of a job and facing a potential lawsuit. I shouldn't say this, but if you are unable to act like an adult and insist on having “one last shot for the road,” order one from one of those out-of-town-owner-run yuppie bars that serve gluten-free IPA and don't hire locals. Then, get on your bike and go nuts.

Drunk Driving May Seem Easy, But The Tests Won't Lie

I'm about 220 and well over six feet tall. For shits and giggles, I once blew into one of those “test your D.U.I. risk” machines they have at the club. I kid you not, after two (2) bottles of Guinness, I blew a .09 on the booze-o-meter. This is over the legal limit, but I hadn't even felt a head change. It turns out, that a breathalyzer can pick up on alcohol that you just consumed, but has yet to hit you. Worse, by the time it does affect you, you'll be down at the station, where they can draw your blood and all that fun stuff. So, even if you're stone cold sober, two or three beers can get you a D.U.I.

That may be scary enough to convince you that water is worth a try, but get this—I've been a raging, functional alcoholic for years and I've never once been incapable of operating after blacking out. By “functional,” I mean that I have done such things as paying off student debt loans, changing my oil, drunk Tweeting random exes entire conversations and even jerked off to Playboy porn, all on the way home from the bar—these aren't signs of a functional person, but rather, the signs of someone who is not physically impaired after several pints of whiskey. What this means, is that you'll feel “just fine” driving home, until you swerve off the road, while trying to YouTube search that one Lana Del Rey song with the ASAP guy. If booze actually made your legs stop working, that would be nice, but I'd be penning my next columns on the dangers of “Fuzzy Leg Lager” and how it put dozens of strippers in the hospital. Until
that is how alcohol works, it’s best to re-
spect your abilities, instead of ignoring
them. You’re never “too drunk to drive,”
but you will always be too drunk to pass
a D.U.I. test.

**Alcohol Plus Holidays Equals
Magnified Trauma**

I’ve had a few friends die due to drunk
driving, both as the drivers and as sober
people, who were simply at the wrong
intersection at the wrong time. This
might be a little dark of me to point out,
but the ones who died in the middle of
March, were treated with at least half of
the sympathy as the ones who died after
leaving a Christmas party. For obvious reasons, trag-
edy that happens while
for friends and fam-
ily,” is shitty on another lev-
el. As far as New Year’s Eve,
this is a holiday that sets a
tone for the rest of the year.
It’s also a time that people
seem to remember more
than others. I remember
the girl I kissed at midnight
on N.Y.E. 2012, but not my
mother’s middle name. On
the same token, my bud-
dy who died after leaving a
party that same night is
equally remembered.

I don’t recommend that anyone take risks
that could lead to death or jail (this in-
cludes dating white women, even brief-
ly). But, if you’re hell-bent on suicide-
by-Honda, don’t fucking do it when the
family is in town for the weekend. Don’t
be the first headline to hit the papers on
New Year’s Day. The evening news loves
a good “...but, first, a tragedy in South-
west Portland last night” headline. And,
this applies to the people who are shar-
ing the road with you, as you careen
down Barbur doing twice the legal limit.
In fact, “...but first, a tragedy in South-
west Portland that cost one volunteer from
the shelter her life” is an even more prof-
itable lead for the vultures at the news
station. If you want to become (or cause)
a statistic, don’t do it during the holidays.

**The Bars Have Enough Business On
N.Y.E., So Stay Home And Do
Mushrooms**

I’m not telling you to avoid *strip* clubs.
Clearly, you’d wanna hit a few of these.
But, as far as the stroke-of-midnight ac-
 tion, avoid getting boozed up at the
corner pub. This is the best night of the
year to trip. Reflect on the past 365, sit
on your porch, turn up the Ween and
soak into a bean bag (yes, I have a bean
bag on my porch). The one New Year’s
that I recall doing this, is still the best to
this day. It was 2000 and everyone was
convinced that the grid would explode.
I was explaining to my then-girlfriend
how Prince’s “1999” is at its peak of rele-
vance, and because she wasn’t high, she
just told me to stop talking about Prince.
This led to a break-up, which steered me
down a life path in which I am surround-
ed by beautiful women and piles of cash.
Meanwhile, she’s raising two kids and
living in the suburbs. Good for her. Glad
they’re not mine, though. I can thank
mushrooms, as well as Ween’s cover of
“1999.”

If you need entertainment, every single
media outlet is broadcasting footage of
people, in N.Y.C., on live television, act-
ing like fools because a giant metal tes-
ticle is about to fall out of the sky. You
will get random messages from friends
who haven’t contacted you in a year,
ranging from “FWD: FWD: FWD: HAPPPY
NEW YAER,” to “TrashDoveWithStreamer-
sAndSparkler.jpg.” You’ll reflect on that
girl you dated a year ago and wonder if
she’s still talking shit about you on social
media. Your mind will take you to places
on the internet that you forgot still exist,
like Know Your Meme and Zombo.com,
for hours on end. Finally, you’ll wonder
if the shrooms are wearing off, or just
getting stronger, because you never re-
membered that you are in the middle of
writing an article about a holiday that is
over a month away.

**Strippers Love Sober Customers**

I know this sounds as counter-intuitive
as staying home while others party, but
hear me out—go to the strip club, sober.
Then, politely tip a dancer before asking her to give
you a private show. If she asks for twenty bucks per
song, give her fifty. Make her night. If you even re-
 motely believe in karma, you’ll be taken care of for
the entire year (this may begin in February, on Chi-
inese New Year, depending on how tight your karma
game is). Christmas is depressing. Thanksgiving is
okay (props to Elle Stanger for her Thanks-Stripping
charity, which is cool as hell!). But, New Year’s Eve
is amateur night—and, I
don’t mean on the stage.

For one night only, every drunk fuck
with a truck decides to leave the hills.
Newly minted 21-year olds decide to fig-
ure out what a “Long Island” tastes like.
Becky and Becky just ended their friend-
ship, before accidentally showing up to
the club in the same outfit that a better-
looking female on stage is wearing. New
Year’s Eve is like a ticking time bomb of
shit, soaked in vodka to make it a Molot-
tov. By not adding to the problem, you
will be treated like a king or queen (or
another form of gendered royalty). If you
want extra credit, brush your goddamn
teeth and wear something nice to the
club. Strippers will flock to you like a new
M.I.A. record.

*TalesFromTheDJBooth.com*
Golden Dragon
Exotic Club

Live Nude Entertainment
PRIVATE LAP DANCES • HAPPY HOUR DANCE DEALS
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HAPPY HOUR DANCE SPECIALS
(6PM-10PM)
SMOKING / VAPE SECTION
Scum. Deplorable. Nazi. All of these words can be used to describe type of person who hates someone else based solely on their beliefs. Since I believe that most progressives are smart, capable, intelligent people who probably share more in common with me than not, I am going to explain to them why they should feel the same about me.

There Is A Difference Between A “Conservative” & A “Fundamentalist”

Surprisingly enough, most of my conservative friends don’t care who marries who, what happens behind closed doors, what people do with their bodies or who swaps fluids—these are things that fundamentalists tend to focus on, along with banning books and endorsing archaic concepts of the afterlife. The reason these two groups are often confused, is that there are approximately zero progressive fundamentalists. Fundamentalists will always side with conservatives, but the same is not true in reverse (most conservatives are actually not fundamentalists).

For instance, progressives are pro-abortion, because they feel it is immoral to limit a woman’s reproductive rights, while fundamentalists are anti-abortion, because they feel it is immoral to limit the rights of a fetus. Now, as a conservative, I care about one thing and one thing only: what is the cost to society and the individual? This is not a moral judgment, but rather, one based on a conservative estimate of a socioeconomic situation. If government-funded access to abortion services can be shown to reduce the birth rate of children who would do more damage to society than not, I’m all for it. If, on the other hand, abortion is shown to be a sloppy replacement for birth control that leads to a destruction in the family unit on a large scale—one that would be of detriment to society as a whole—then I’m going to default on the conservative side.

Logically (not morally), a conservative would usually argue that, in most cases (rape and incest excluded), abortion is not as desirable to a society as adoption is. However, I also feel that, as a conservative, the population explosion is not sustainable. I also don’t believe on infringing on a woman’s option to do whatever she wants, on her dime, to her body. Meanwhile, a progressive would argue that not funding abortion for any reason is disrespectful to the individual rights of women and the fundamentalist will stand outside a clinic and shame rape victims. I fall somewhere in between abortion-as-entertainment and women-are-going-to-hell, but not close enough to either side to justify a stance. Hence, a “conservative” is just that—conservative. “Safe, legal and rare.” Like Hillary said abortion should be.

Yet, most progressives reading this are instantly taking offense to the idea of a middle ground between free third-trimester abortions and chastity belts. Which brings me to my next point...

Progressives Take Everything As A Personal Attack

Even as a white, male conservative, I am able to scroll through the typical left-leaning news outlet and shrug off the bulk of implications that white people are inherently evil, all men are rapists and Republicans are bigots by nature. This is not due to some imaginary system of power that is granted to me by fascists working at Patriarchy, Inc., nor is it part of some “privilege” that would become clear if I only tapped into the collective guilt of white dudes everywhere. I understand that men are pigs, so I strive not to be a pig. I get that white folks can be racist, so I avoid country music and similar triggers. And, then I move on. The bottom line is that, as a conservative, I don’t take anything as a personal attack, if it doesn’t apply to me. I watch The Daily Show host joke about how white men in power are shitheads and I laugh. I listen to that Dr. Dre song about “all you white motherfuckers and how we’re gonna pay and I turn it up because it’s a great song. Who cares? It’s not directed at Matt Rose. On the same token, black conservatives laugh at racial jokes made at their expense on South Park and SNL. The reason...
This brings us to our final point, that being...

**Progressives Are More Bigoted Than Conservatives**

Websters defines racism as “a belief that race is the primary determinant of human traits and capacities and that racial differences produce an inherent superiority of a particular race.” That second part, yeah, we can go ahead and give that one to the fundamentalists. Bigots believe that their race is better at everything, while pop culture, sports, cuisine and fashion trends prove otherwise. However, let’s deconstruct that first part, where racism is implied to be “the primary determinant of human traits.” Who does this sound like? To me, I am reminded of every college professor who explained “white privilege” to a mixed-race classroom full of people, who were going thousands of dollars into debt in order to gain a societal advantage over those who opted not to pursue higher education.

The feminist book stores and vegan ice cream stores taking over black neighborhoods aren’t being run by conservatives. While black leaders stand behind podiums, declaring “We must overcome,” white progressives butt in to say, “Actually, like, you probably can’t and it’s my fault...I really apologize. Can I touch your hair?” I call bullshit. Further, co-opting struggles, identities and life experiences from every single group they claim to speak on behalf of, progressives are just as guilty (if not, more so) of the “cultural appropriation” and “privilege” they claim to oppose. Feminism stole Affirmative Action from black people. This is why the suburbs are safer than the projects.

**Conservatives See The Potential In People**

“Because you’re black” is, unarguably, a racist statement, when referring to one’s societal condition. The white savior complex, as seen with the Native Americans and African American slavery (courtesy of fundamentalists), continues today in the form of what we call “the soft bigotry of low expectations,” which differs from slavery-era assumptions regarding black people in that it is done with a smile, by progressives. Headlines that say “Math Is Racist” or “Physics Is Sexist” are euphemisms for “blacks and women are dumb.” As a conservative, I disagree that non-white, non-male people are incapable of reaching any goal that they strive to.

Let’s say that you have a competition of any variety, whether it be a game of football or a competition to see who’s the most op-pressed (I can’t think of any other progressive sport). Team Privilege is playing on their home turf. When Team Minority is playing against Team Privilege next week, there are two options. The first, is to cancel the game entirely because there is no way Team Minority can win. This falls under the “soft bigotry” category. The second, more viable angle, is to get a good coach for Team Minority and a third-party system of measurable rules (read: not theories proposed by liberal professors) that prevent Team Privilege from rig- ging the game. Once these measures are put into place, Team Minority has a shot. However, if it turns out that Team Minority still isn’t winning, the solution is not to handicap Team Privilege, the solution is for Team Minority to train twice as hard and for audits to be made to ensure that equal opportunity is always given to all teams. On the other hand, equal outcomes would require that the game be rigged or the results manipulated, which is something that conservatives oppose. In short, we acknowledge that systemic discrimination exists, but we’d rather elevate those who are disadvantaged by it, as opposed to punish those who benefit from it. The irony is that “progressives” aren’t big fans of progress. And, when Team Privilege finally loses,

**Conservatives Can Admit Fault, While Progressives Deflect Accountability**

Thomas Sowell, conservative academic, once said, “It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more dangerous way of making decisions than by putting those decisions in the hands of people who pay no price for being wrong.”

- THOMAS SOWELL

“IT IS HARD TO IMAGINE A MORE STUPID OR MORE DANGEROUS WAY OF MAKING DECISIONS THAN BY PUTTING THOSE DECISIONS IN THE HANDS OF PEOPLE WHO PAY NO PRICE FOR BEING WRONG.”

sexist bigot.” However, I’m so fucking used to those terms that they no longer carry any weight. So, should one of my peers express actual bigotry, prompting me to speak out against it, I will be crying “wolf,” thanks to the oversaturated market for such claims. When everything is racism, everything is homophobia, everything is rape, everything is systemic discrimination...It means that these words will no longer carry the same weight. To that, the only solution is to be well, “conservative” with them.

Send any and all hate mail to MattRoseWriter@gmail.com. The opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Exotic staff.
OREGON ALBANY
ADULT SHOP
3404 Spicer Dr SE / (541) 852-2522
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade, Lingerie
24 Hours / 7 Days
ASTORIA
ANNIE'S SALOON
2897 Marine Dr / (503) 325-2746
Full Bar, 1 Stage
Tues-Fri 5pm-2:30am
BEND
CASTLE MEGASTORE
1601 N Riverside Ave / (541) 608-9540
Essentials For Lovers
Sun-Thur 11am-10pm, Fri-Sat 11am-1am
NEWPORT
SPICE ADULT EMPORIUM
611 SW Coast Highway / (541) 574-6996
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Channel Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days
OAKLAND
ADULT SHOP
726 John Long Rd / (541) 849-3344
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Sat-Thur 8am-12am, Fri-Sat 11am-12am
SALEM
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LOVERS LAV
4011 SW 87th St / (425) 775-4502
DVDs, Novelties, Lingerie, Unique BDSM Supplies
Mon-Sat 10am-10pm, Sun 12pm-6pm
PASCO
ELMO'S ADULT BOOKS & VIDEO
3724 N Rainer Ave / (509) 547-5341
DVDs, Books, Magazines, Novelties & Arcade
Mon-Sat 9am-12am, Sun 10am-12:30pm
RENTON
CLUB SINDEC
218 SW 16th St / (253) 255-3110
18+ Gentlemens Club, 1 Stage, ATM
Mon-Fri 2pm-2am, Sat-Sun 6pm-2am
SEATTLE
DANCING BARE
10336 Aurora Ave N / (206) 522-1227
18+ Stage, VIP Area, ATM, DVD, TOYS, Novelties
11am-2:30am / 7 Days
HOLLYWOOD EROTIC BOUTIQUE
1270 Lake City Way NE / (206) 363-0356
DVDs, Toys, Novelties, Lingerie, Theater
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Sun-Thur 10am-10pm, Fri-Sat 10am-11pm
HOLLYWOOD EROTIC BOUTIQUE
9611 E Sprague Ave / (509) 928-9499
DVDs, Toys, Novelties, Lingerie, Theater
24 Hours / 7 Days
TACOMA
CASTLE MEGASTORE
6015 Tacoma Mall Blvd / (253) 471-0391
Essentials For Lovers
10am-11pm / 7 Days
ELMO'S ADULT BOOKS & VIDEO
5440 South Tacoma Way / (253) 477-9871
DVDs, Books, Magazines, Novelties & Arcade
Mon-Sat 9am-10pm, Sun 9am-10pm
SPokane CASTLE
11324 E Sprague Ave / (509) 989-1103
Essentials For Lovers
Sun-Thur 10am-10pm, Fri-Sat 10am-11pm
HOLLYWOOD EROTIC BOUTIQUE
9611 E Sprague Ave / (509) 928-9499
DVDs, Toys, Novelties, Lingerie, Theater
24 Hours / 7 Days
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6015 Tacoma Mall Blvd / (253) 471-0391
Essentials For Lovers
10am-11pm / 7 Days
ELMO'S ADULT BOOKS & VIDEO
5440 South Tacoma Way / (253) 477-9871
DVDs, Books, Magazines, Novelties & Arcade
Mon-Sat 9am-10pm, Sun 9am-10pm
SPOKANE CASTLE
11324 E Sprague Ave / (509) 989-1103
Essentials For Lovers
Sun-Thur 10am-10pm, Fri-Sat 10am-11pm
HOLLYWOOD EROTIC BOUTIQUE
9611 E Sprague Ave / (509) 928-9499
DVDs, Toys, Novelties, Lingerie, Theater
24 Hours / 7 Days
TACOMA
CASTLE MEGASTORE
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Essentials For Lovers
10am-11pm / 7 Days
ELMO'S ADULT BOOKS & VIDEO
5440 South Tacoma Way / (253) 477-9871
DVDs, Books, Magazines, Novelties & Arcade
Mon-Sat 9am-10pm, Sun 9am-10pm
Moonlite BunnyRanch
Est. 1955

Alice Little
Farrah Banks
Carrera
Harley Lane
Caressa Kisses
Tiara Tae
Cecily Rose

Part of Nevada’s Red Light District Brothels

Always Hiring Fun Girls

1-888-BUNNYRANCH

Housing Provided
Open Schedules

Moonlite BunnyRanch (775) 246-9901
Sagebrush Ranch (775) 246-5683
Love Ranch Reno/Tahoe (775) 246-7252
Love Ranch Vegas (775) 372-5251
Kit Kat Ranch (775) 246-9975
Alien Cathouse (775) 372-5678

dennis@bunnyranch.com
madamsuzette@bunnyranch.com
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Annie Laboish Studios

Kat Van Dayum
KIT KAT CLUB
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They are my hands. Or, his hands. Or, my hands. His...we are messy at the bar and leave in a stumble. I feel windswept on sex. His hands are on my body, my hands...his hands. I lean on him, into the crisp night air. My mouth's whiskey-pink. Crisp air—the taste.

I taste the night. His eyes are darkness.

"I wanna show you The Shack," he says and leads me with his eyes down towards Going Street. I follow, hungry. It is harvest time and the sky's smoky breath clings to us with the resolve of embers burning, remembering, burning...

The yellowy maples are like a holy crown for the stars.

The summer's done. And, I am drunk. Stompin' in my stompin' boots.

Leaves crunch under my feet. Fuck-me boots. Stompin' boots. The heels, like spears, pierce hearts. My feet, the destroyers...crushing souls. Midnight leaves.

It is dark and nighttime and I always feel slutty when it's dark. I always feel alive and sexy—ready, when it's dark. My soul is tempered and my pussy pounds. Nighttime is for hunting.

And, I found him...

I stride in the garden, with his hands under my skirt, fingers caressing. And, in the dark garden, I look up to the full moon. We are lit, like actors on a stage—the theater of the stars!

He motions beyond me, to his old home—the one he mentioned at the bar. The Shack stands at the back of the garden, far beyond the ears of corn (that stand taller than me), beyond the artichoke plants and rows of drying beans, the paths of irrepressible mint and lemon balm and beyond the late-fall Russian kale, spindly and gone to seed, with its dark, frilly, violet leaves...

The tiny flowers.

Nasturtiums climb and each flower is like an open pussy—a moon for the moonflower. God. I love nighttime sex and nighttime love and the velvetness of everything. And, I smell rosemary on the wind, when I'm here. I taste the night under drying sunflowers; their massive heads bow to the dirt. I know the love and contemplation that goes into a place like this. The work, the sweat...gardening hands.

I imagine him, when he lived in The Shack. His delicate but strong hands dug and seeded and weeded. He wore Levis, played records, made beans and rice. Planted seeds, so many seeds. He washed the dishes, both at home and at work. I think of his life before me—before tonight. I look at his clapboarded past—I think of my life. My head spins...

And? His hands are upon me again. His hands, my hands. In the blooms, I acquiesce. At first I suck him. On my knees, I kneel below him and the constellations. I suck him, because I have to taste the universe. Holding his hips and rocking him into me, gripping his backside and pulling him all the way down...my throat opens.

But, he needs me, he needs me so bad he can't take it, he can't wait, and he pushes me down by the lavender bush. And? I laugh. I'm dirty now. Yes, a dirty girl in the beautiful garden under the full of the full harvest moon, full of sweet cock. The taste still on my lips...

The full moon intoxicates my skin, and light reflects and resounds within me. Waves of energy move through me as he fucks me and I am absorbing all the moonlight—taking all of his cock. Taking all the moonlight, too. The shine of the stars...

And when I cum, my voice makes the stars fall. Or I am just so dizzy the stars fall from pleasure. I cannot take anymore and I bite down, my mouth had cried out so! And, when I bite down, strands of lavender enter my mouth. My mouth is full of the astringent, potent herb: lavender flowers. The luxurious bridle of lavender is in my mouth and I feel like I am a beast, riding the stars, and he continues to fuck me, ride me. And, I open, needing even more.

Biting on the lavender, the stems are in my mouth. I look to the sky, moon, moon, moon: full. Oh-so-full. And the shudders of my body move me beyond, even further. Further.

...f**k, that felt good.

And so we walk—real drunk now. I lost my panties. The breeze caresses my wet inner-thighs, and under the overgrown ivy, I squat to piss.

The liquid clears me, steamy. My clit still pulsates from pleasure. Splashed and cleansed, I am made new again. As I stand, he moves up against me from behind, and his hand reaches down—I can feel his cock's hard warmth through the half-buttoned denim, he bends down and licks and licks and...

Soon, I am on my knees again.

Julia Laxer lives for the stories and writes in the afternoons in a rose-lit room in downtown Portland. Read more at www.JuliaLaxer.com and send love/hate mail to @JuliaLaxer
$1,000 IN CASH AND PRIZES!

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17 AT 9PM
DURING STRIPPARAOKER
RAFFLE PRIZES
BAD SWEATERS

OPEN CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR’S DAY AT 8:30PM

~13th Annual~
BAD CHRISTMAS SWEATER & MUSTACHE PARTY!!!

GO TO WWW.DEVILSPONTBAR.COM FOR CONTEST DETAILS

DEVILS POINT 5305 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 774-4513
OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM DAILY • FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT • #DEVILSPONTPDX

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE EVENT, CHECK OUT OUR EVENT PAGE AT FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT
NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS • EMAIL AVAILABILITY, INFO AND PICS TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM
Holy shit, guys. I took some time off from writing these columns, during which time the world literally exploded with rape, sexual harassment and pedophilia. Do I have to remind you fucks, that this is why we can't have nice things? I don't personally believe that anyone thought the entertainment industry was wholesome, or safe, for women and children. That would be some Christianity-level cognitive dissonance... am I right? But, the cat is really out of the bag now, and us normal, not-rapists people have to find things we can still enjoy—guilt-free. So, this month, I bring back Top 5 with...

Spoiler alert... House Of Cards didn't make the list.

1. Jogging

I don't run, unless it's towards cake or away from the police. But, I've heard of something called a "runner's high". I guess it's something that happens when your endorphins kick in, or maybe it has to do with the "fight or flight" response. I don't know, to be honest, but what I do know, is that jogging is something all humans with working legs can do—making it a reasonably safe activity for the socially conscious. Plus, if you are in good shape, you're probably more likely to get away from danger. Remember that movie Zombie Land? Survival is all about cardio.

2. Going To The Strip Club

Funny as it may sound to you, considering all the sexually related fuckery we find ourselves buried under in modern society, going to the strip club is a seriously wholesome activity for the socially conscious man. Think about it—the ladies are there by choice, they are safe, working a great paying gig and all the dancers I know have told me that their job makes them feel empowered. So, ladies and gentlemen, next time you want your voice heard in the discourse about women's rights and sexual independence... go throw some dollars down at the rack and make America great again!

3. Seth MacFarlane’s Work

Not only is this guy funny, but he has consistently told the truth about Hollywood and other dodgy areas of pop culture, from behind a thin veil of comedy. Take, for example, the fact that he alluded to Kevin Spacey's proclivity for young boys years before it became the dominant topic on your newsfeed. He makes us laugh and makes us think. He's a classy fuckin' dude, who doesn't make me feel all gross when I tell people I'm a fan (unlike Matt Damon, who definitely knew Harvey was a fucking dirtbag and never said a word about it... also, fuck Matt Damon).

4. Wu-Tang Clan

I have said it before and I will say it again... Wu-Tang is for the babies. Rap music is, by nature, misogynistic, but the Wu has always brought us pearls of wisdom regarding treating your partner like a queen (or king) and raising your children to be strong, independent thinkers. The Wu has taught me about history, philosophy, art, religion and gangster shit—everything a growing person needs to be the dopest motherfucker they can be. One can enjoy Wu-Tang's music mostly guilt-free, unless it's liberal white guilt and, if recent history has taught us anything, it's that white guilt is good guilt. I remember getting my copy of the record 'Wu-Tang Forever' and hearing these words:

Socrates philosophies and hypotheses
Can't define why I be droppin' these mockeries
Lyrically perform armed robbery

and not once have I been privy to any form of discrimination. If we insult a person, it's because they are an asshole, aren't funny or they steal material. I have felt encouraged to submit as much work as I can and I know, for a fact, that my female cohorts are encouraged to do so, as well. When compared to any publication in Portland, I have seen some of the most biting honest writing in Exotic. I am confident your time is well-spent reading these articles and you are in no way being a part of the problem as you do so.

We live in a world where abuse and harassment are systemic. It didn't just become this way, though—it's important to know this. We have just now entered into a new part of our culture, where we are talking about it and are doing a better job singling out those responsible. Much like the motto on the New York subway says—if you see something, say something. Do not allow yourself to become an ally of the abuser or rapist, through inaction and silence. Stand strong with your friends and family, who have gone through these real and horrible tragedies. Become a part of the solution and be the change you want to see in the world. I know you will, though, because you fucks are good fucks, who give a fuck.

5. Reading Exotic

I'm proud of my work in this magazine and I can say, for certain, I feel the same about my colleagues here. One of the things that I'm proud of, is that every single writer for this magazine gets their own voice. We are all paid the same amount—both men and women—and, we are all encouraged to speak our minds. I have never been edited for content and I have never heard of anyone else being censored, either. There are loads of people who contribute to this magazine Wisdom at its finest and also some great vocabulary work, for those impressionable ears of yours.
LUCKY DEVIL Lounge

Nikki, Toxic & Ashton

TINY TUESDAYS

FLANNEL Party!!

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12
BEST FLANNEL CONTEST AT MIDNIGHT!

FOOD AND DRINK SPECIALS • SPECIAL PRIZES • ALL GIRLS UNDER 5FT TALL

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE • 633 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 206-7350 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY

NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS • EMAIL PICS AND AVAILABILITY TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE • @LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE • #LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE
BIG HANDS

He watched me from the dark, back corner of the club. It was dead. He left a pile of money on my rack.

“You’re dancing is so elegant and sophisticated,” he said. “You’re my favorite.” He ascended the stairs, before I could thank him.

I sat in his office, with my notebooks and writings I printed from email on the guest computer across from his. I was his court jester, but, instead of a cap and bells, I wore blood-red hair in a messy half-bun. Instead of pointed shoes, I tilted about in eight inch black Pleaser heels. I held my latest freshly printed poems and stories in both hands, as the paper tailed onto the carpeted office floor. I leaned back in the chair and put my feet up on the oak desk.

Big Hands puffed on his zillionth cigarette of the night. His eyes conveyed the eagerness of his ears. His fuzzy face grinned. He ashed his cigarette.

“Let’s hear it,” he said.

“I’ll start with this poem,” I said.

“You’re SO fake! You laugh so fake and your sighs are contrived. Your voice brings bloodlust impulses to my ears. As you caress my limbs, I cut off your hands, leaving bloody stumps, gushing with ooze, popping chunks of muscle and flesh. Then your oh-so-fragile legs, I dismember them and your facades, by severing your appendages. A hopeless heap of your cheap defeat—red pools soak the room and I say, ‘Off with your desperate head!’ Your neck especially embodies your defiled ways. Veins and flesh, mangled and squirming—drip, drip, dripping blood—a sea of red fills the space. As you lay still slightly squirming, a soul trapped in a decrepit corpse. Deceived, deceiving—dead you lay, in repose—a deviant’s delight—so falsely fragile and feeble minded. As you writhe and choke,

I laugh a hectic, hellish scream.”

Big Hands stood up and the permanent cigarette dangled from his mouth. He clapped with sincerity then sat down.


“A gothic, vegan cocktease,” I said.

“Cheyenne?”

“Yep.”

We laughed. He offered me a cigarette and lit it for me with an engraved Zippo. I took a few drags before the DJ called me to the stage. I folded up my scroll and left the pile of rantings on the desk.

I gave a few dances and the night ended. I put on my jeans and shirt in the dressing room. I packed my makeup, outfits, weed and CDs. Then, I went back into the office to grab my stories.

“Sorry, I didn’t come back and hang out like usual,” I said. “Don’t worry, ” he said. “You did good tonight. I saw you got a lot of dances.”

“Please, come in tomorrow,” he said over the phone. “Let me make it up to you.”

I needed money for bills, so, I did. I forgave him.

Jaime Dunkle mixes the profound and the profane in her prose, with an altruism that stems from her background as a journalist. Her stories range from fiction to personal narrative, and often blur between the two. Don’t cyberstalk her at JaimeDunkle.com or @JaimeDunkle. No creepers allowed.
CONGRATULATIONS
TEAM SINROCK!

BRINGING ED’S “CLUB OF THE YEAR / WEST” AWARD TO OREGON FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME!
RING IN THE NEW YEAR WITH DJ DICK HENNESSY AND THE SEXY SPYCE DANCERS! CHAMPAGNE TOAST AT MIDNIGHT!

ROCKIN' NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY!

2018

SUNDAY
12.31.17
STARTS AT 9PM

PRIZES & GIVEAWAYS ALL NIGHT!

SPYCE
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

www.spyceclub.com
FACEBOOK.COM/SPYCECLUB

$6 GREY GOOSE UNTIL MIDNIGHT

exotic drinks | xmag.com
DREAM ON SALOON
Now Hiring Dancers 21+
Low Stage Fees • No Mandatory Tip Outs
Keep An Open Schedule – You Decide!
No Late Fees • Text (503) 482-4000

HAWTHORNE STRIP
Hiring Professional Entertainers 21+
To Set Up An Audition, Send A Few Photos, A Brief Summary Of Your Experience & Contact Information To HawthorneStrip@gmail.com

WHISPERS
Always Hiring Sexy, Charming, Motivated, 18+, Independent Lingerie Models
Contact Jesse @ (360) 513-3792
Or (971) 284-3456
Daily Shifts Available Starting @ 11am
No Stage Fees - Earn Top Dollar

TALK IS CHEAP – AND DIRTY!
Call FREE! (503) 416-7435
Or (800) 700-6666
www.RedHotDateline.com

WHERE REAL GAY MEN MEET FOR UNCENSORED FUN! 18+
Browse & Reply For Free (503) 416-7444

LIKE DOMINATION?
Hot Models
Private Basement Dungeon
3414 NE 82nd Ave PDX 97220

HYPNOX PHOTOGRAPHY
WWW.HYPNOX.COM • (206) 226-3853

DENNIS HOF’S TEAM BUNNY RANCH!
NOW HIRING FUN GIRLS!
4 Reno/Tahoe Brothels
3 Las Vegas Brothels
Email MadamSuzette@BunnyRanch.com
Or Dennis@BunnyRanch.com
Or Call (888) 286-6972
We will work around your schedule and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

SEATTLE DANCERS
Auditioning Daily For Girls Who Want To Make Fast Cash
Call (425) 255-3110
www.ClubSinRock.com

WHY DANCERS LOVE CLUB SINROCK:
- No Fines, You Make Your Own Schedule
- Upscale, VIP Private Dance Rooms
- Professionally Managed, Clean & Safe
Portland Auditions (360) 335-7721

STARS CABARET
1550 Weston Court NE - Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063 Auditions Daily

STARS BRIDGEPORT
Seeking Professional Entertainers & Staff
Call (503) 726-2403

SPEARMINRHINO
Now hiring dancers!
Daily auditions from 4pm-7pm.
Call (503) 894-9219 for more info!

CLUB ROUGE
PORTLAND’S PREMIER GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
Always Contracting Entertainers
Drop-In Auditions Ave
Mon-Sat 11am-6pm, Sun 2pm-6pm

DEVIL DANCER PROMOTIONS
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $2 per shift.
Call (503) 222-6600 now!
www.Booking.Dance/Audition

HATE SCHEDULES? SO DO WE!
Tired of scheduling hassles? Hate getting fined? We don’t have schedules!
Work whenever you want!
Golden Dragon Exotic Club • 324 SW 3rd Ave (Downtown) • (503) 274-1900
Auditions Daily! Anytime!

MYSTIC GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
Now Hiring Portland’s Top Entertainers (18+) For All Shifts!
Open Auditions Monday-Friday 11am-6pm
(503) 803-1830

To Advertise Here, Call
(503) 804-4479

ACROPOLIS
40 Years Of Portland’s Hottest Nude Entertainment

Open
10:30AM-3:30AM Daily

Happy Hour
Mon-Fri 2pm-6pm
Full Specials 65

Legendary Steak Ribs $5
Liquor Varieties
Beer On Tap

All Dancers Wanted
18-24, 5’7-6’ Tall, 125-140 Lbs.

8325 SE McLoughlin Blvd • (503) 231-9611
www.exoticcams.com
www.casadiablo.com
Get started at www.CasaDiablo.com/Audition

Would an extra $1,000 a night fit into your budget?
Come where the money is!
We are a fun and drama free club.
Set your own schedule.
No minimum shifts per week.
Auditions at Casa Diablo (21+) Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 4pm-7pm
Audition at Drak Tiki Dawn (420)
Every day 4pm-7pm
SINROCK
DANCERS READY FOR A CHANGE OR ADVENTURE?
FREE HOUSING & TRAVEL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE, EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY!

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE/RENTON CLUB
ANCHORAGE CLUB
FAIRBANKS CLUB
PORTLAND CLUB

ALASKA
OREGON

MUST BE 18 - CLUBSINROCK.COM - EMAIL US TODAY AT CLUBSINROCK@GMAIL.COM
ALWAYS SAFE - PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED CLUBS - WITH UPSCALE PRIVATE VIP ROOMS!

XPOSE
HIRING DANCERS & STAFF!
DANCERS, TEXT PICTURES & CALL
(503) 462-3494 OR (971) 295-3780

10140 SW CANYON RD - BEAVERTON, OR

REVEAL
FOR BOOKING, CONTACT
503-607-4695
Email For All Other Inquiries
RevealloungeLLC@gmail.com

NOW HIRING DANCERS
21 & OVER

MINSTAGE FEES - NO MINIMUM TIP OUTFOR - NO LATE FEES
KEEP AN OPEN SCHEDULE - YOU DECIDE

TEXT (503) 482-4000
SEE SCHEDULE AT DREAMONSALEON.COM
SHIFTS AVAILABLE NOW!

EAST PORTLAND COFFEE ROASTERS
LOCAL · ORGANIC · ARTISAN

OPEN 6AM - 12AM DAILY
2404 SE 78th AVE

WORK FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR HOME!
TOTTALLY NEW CAM SITE CONCEPT, WITH MORE TRAFFIC
THAN THE OLD “PRIVATE SHOW” SITES!
TRY IT NOW! IT’S FREE!
WWW.EXOTICCAMS.COM
THE SUNSET STRIP
EXIT 69

2017 XXXMAS

FEATURED:
RUBBER DOLL
FETISH SHOWGIRL SENSATION

2 SHOWS EACH NIGHT!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DECEMBER 22ND & 23RD

10205 SW PARK WAY • PORTLAND
WWW.SUNSETSTRIPPDX.COM
10 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND • EXIT 69B
Rubberdoll.net
Fetish Model
Rubber Doll
Thursday Dec 21st

XXXMAS PARTY!!
Dec 22 & 23

Taboo
TabooVideo.com

Sponsored by
Bone Master
BoneMasterX.com

5782 Portland Rd NE • Salem • 503.393.4782
WWW.FIREHOUSESALEM.COM
Hey, Kats and Kittens. I don’t know about your weekends, but sometimes Momma “accidentally” takes too much Xanax, gets a little too relaxed and ends up watching Fox News to get her anxiety levels back to normal. It’s like, really cheap speedballing. Anyhow, there is a pervasive idea at Fox, that liberals like me are having way kinkier parties than I’m personally invited to. I know they exist. Please, email me with all kinky party invites.

The other day, I was reading something about Mozart liking scat play (shitting for sexy reasons, for those who don’t flag brown) and it occurred to me; how many of these venerated, straight and missionary historical figures are actually kinky as hell? Well, like...all of them.

POPE ALEXANDER VI (1489-1501)

...had many mistresses and presided as a judge over a contest orgy.

The Catholic Church used to be a way better party before 1585 (the Spanish Inquisition notwithstanding), at which point it introduced celibacy. The introduction of celibacy to the church really cut down on the Pope pulling some strange. As you can imagine, being “His Popeness” would really inspire some “worshiping at the Papal altar” (slang for blowjobs in 1493), which Pope Alexander took full advantage of—”advantage” being the key word here.

According to the Pope’s Master Of Ceremonies, Bishop Johann Burchard, Alexander not only had an orgy “involving fifty fine courtesans” in the apostolic apartment, but also had his children in attendance. He also bought his way right into being Pope, so he really nailed the fuck out of being the moral compass of the world.

EMPRESS MESSALINA (WIFE OF I, CLAUDIUS)

...moonlit as an insatiable common prostitute.

This, according to Juvenal, who is a Roman poet who penned the Satires (not to be confused with the rapper Juvenile, who penned “Back That Azz Up,” although a little known fact, is that Empress Messalina was the original inspiration for “Back That Azz Up”).

Empress Messalina really wanted to give back to the commoner. As the story goes, once Messalina knew that Emperor Claudius was asleep, she donned a blonde wig and entered the town brothel, where she took on any and all men until daylight. Did she have a stripper name? Absolutely. Her brothel name was “Lycisca,” which is “Cinnamon” in Greek.

KING JAMES (OF BIBLE FAME)

...was way into dudes.

Most people who have had seedy motel sex are familiar with King James—his bible is one of the most widely distributed English versions of the tome that enumerates the ways we are going to hell. Not only does that list include eating shellfish, getting tattoos and practicing inhumane behavior toward strangers, but it also includes boning dudes. The mention of dude-boning is limited to a couple of passages, but those passages have been used to justify all sorts of heinous shit.

But, King James was pretty open about his love of young, strapping chaps, because he only skimmed Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy, while simultaneously eating ham, planting his crops all willy nilly and gallivanting around in a cotton/wool blend. In 1607, he fell in love with a poverty-stricken Scotsman named Robert Carr. The handsome 17-year-old Carr fell off a horse and broke his leg. So, the 41-year-old king nursed him back to health, taught him some Latin (and, some French too...you think leeringly) and fell in love. It was not secret. The Earl Of Suffolk wrote, “The king leaneth on [Carr’s] arm, pinches his cheeks, smoothes his ruffled garments and, when he looketh at Carr, directeth discourse to others.”

PRESIDENT HARDING

...had underage sex in a White House coat closet.

Harding was our 29th President, serving from 1921 to 1923. He is not considered a badass. He’s been considered a bottom-tier president (I mean, previously...I’m sure he’s FDR, in comparison to this current administration) due to the many scandals that happened in his administration, such as the Teapot Dome Scandal—which, despite sounding like something that happened to one of the seven dwarves, was the largest scandal U.S. History until Watergate.

He was also apparently an inspiration to Bill Clinton, because, in 1927, Nan Britton published a book titled The President’s Daughter. It claimed that Harding started an affair with a 16-year-old girl (the age of consent in D.C. is 16, but he was 58, which is gross). And, that’s not the only case of Harding living up to his last name (insert dick joke), because another woman, Carrie Fulton Phillips, had massive amounts of love notes from President “Time On His Hands” (no wonder he sucked as a President) and I found out they were unsealed in July 2015. I’m reading ’em. The Starr Report is going to read like Twilight, after Dr. Feelgood’s prose comes to town.

One quote from Harding read, “Honestly, I hurt with the insatiate longing, until I feel that there will never be any relief until I take a long, deep, wild draught on your lips and then bury my face on your pillowing breasts.”
He’s basically saying he’s got blue balls. He must have given her one hell of a motorboat, when he finally saw her.

CHARLES II

…was a real cheerleader.

I’m not sure if it’s called “cuckolding” if it’s your nephew’s wife (instead of yours) and I’m not looking that one up. Frankly, I’m not sure my computer can process that much porn, so I’d like you to do it and get back to me—I like to give my readers homework. On the wedding night of his nephew and future King, William Of Orange (no relation to Trump), Charles II watched the entire consummation, while shouting encouragement from the sidelines. Sadly, no documentation exists to clarify whether the encouragement improved or hindered his performance overall.

MOZART

...loved scat (shit).

Mozart was known as the genius who wrote 600 pieces of top-notch music (I say top-notch, but I’m sure someone hates Composition 321 or whatever…feel free argue that among yourselves). Yes, I know you’re reading this in a strip club. You’ve heard him in an elevator, if nothing else. If that is the only time, I would suggest getting out of the strip club and maybe taking in a classical music concert.

When he wasn’t busy busting out concertos or throwing down a symphony, Mozart wrote letters to his cousin about what he’d like to do with her. A lot of that, was shit on her, about her shit or about her own bed filling up with shit (which, I would imagine, really made anniversaries a nightmare).

“Well, I wish you good night. But, first, shit into your bed and make it burst.”

I would not want to be Mozart’s dry cleaner…hard “no.”

So, if your current sex partner thinks that your penchant for being spanked while calling them “Big Daddy” is too off the rails (don’t judge me), let them know they are delightfully honoring history.
“You stained the couch,” he whispers in my ear, as we collapse back into the bed.

I crave the stains, the drops of rain, the burst from the fountains, the blend of both seas and the river of tears. His vast ship releases the current and the only thing I feel is the excruciating pleasure of the fullness. He has conquered my waters, but I sink his ship in the uproar of waves crashing.

He is the ship. He is the saltwater in the sea. I am the river, coalescing with his waters to moisten the Earth with our nepenthe. I cannot locate the mouth of the shore. All that exists is the fullness.

I am the river, coalescing with his waters to moisten the Earth with our nepenthe. I cannot locate the mouth of the shore. All that exists is the fullness.

The fullness...and the flood.

He had broken my heart—he just returned to me, after months of traveling, drinking, sleeping in tents and fucking. When he was gone, I wore all black. I drank wine and kissed in clubs. I felt the flow of water on unfamiliar bodies and my body, drenched in rose oil, rebelled.

There is no other sea more majestic than your sea.

The sea you have birthed with me.

I’ll cleanse myself of the resentment with your sweat...with your sweat on my sweat. I am baptized in every part of you. Every grotesque droplet—the drool on my neck, the longest droplet of saliva moistening me—leaving me suspended until your entrance.

We cum all over the couch that we moved into my apartment together. I stain the couch. He sips the remnants of ecstasy from my thighs—kissing the bruises he left me.

The second climax arrives. The holiest cum. I sit on the toilet and cry, staring at my legs. I spread the tears across my face. Pressing my hand against my abdomen, I anticipate the elegant white droplets painting a fog against the light yellow in the toilet. I have to push my body to release, and—when I release—all of my fluids fall from me. There is you, there is me, there is the piss, the tears, the sadness, the ecstasy and the fears. The flow of pee, entwining with our flood, propagates my tears.

He is here. He is home with me. He has made his choice. I wipe the front to the back, feeling the swelling of my clitoris from his caress, to the pillow of my labia, holding him. The toilet paper is soaked with the unrecognizable cocktail of our pleasure. Pushing against my abdomen once again, I listen to the last drops of rain.

In the toilet, I see my reflection. I see the waters he has captured me with. I see the entanglement of our bodies. Where I end and where he begins is unrecognizable. My pee, my tears and his rain provide a lifetime of sweet water to precede agony with warmth.

Urine and cum, I am stuck to you. I would bottle us in a mason jar and bury it. We would last a lifetime.

On the toilet is where I realize I love you.
THE FIRST ANNUAL
GRINCH PARTY
& COAT DRIVE
SPECIAL APPEARANCE BY
"DJ GRINCH"
AKA MAO
COMES GET YOUR PHOTO WITH SANTA THE GRINCH
SATURDAY
DEC 16
@ 9PM
$500 GIRLS GONE NAUGHTY CONTEST
BRING IN A COAT FOR FREE ENTRY AND FREE APPETIZER
(BENEFITING PORTLAND’S HOMELESS)
HOSTED BY DJ DICK HENNESSY
CLUB SINROCK
12035 NE GLISAN ST - (503) 889.0332
exotic
HYPNOX PHOTOGRAPHY
VIDA
Doctor Guerrilla
TABOO
Auditions
EVERY NIGHT 9PM-10PM · (503) 740-7141
LAST THURSDAY
DECEMBER 28
COUNTRY NIGHT

HAPPY HOUR
11:30AM-5PM

DANCERS
• LOW STAGE FEE
• THREE PRIVATE DANCE AREAS
• NO MANDATORY TIP OUTS
• KEEP AN OPEN SCHEDULE
• 21+ DANCERS ONLY
• DANCERS TEXT/CALL (503) 482-4000
• 6 DAY DANCERS & 8 NIGHT DANCERS ON AVERAGE
• SEE SCHEDULE AT DREAMONSALOON.COM

15920 SE STARK ST • (503) 253-8765
OPEN 11:30AM-2AM DAILY
Large Selection Of Adult Toys
Lubes, Lotions & Oils
DVDs • Full Arcades
Lingerie For Him & Her
Couple-Friendly
Monthly In-Store Specials

END-OF-YEAR CLEARANCE
Tue, Dec 26 - Tue, Jan 2

TABOO
TABOOVIDEO.COM
ALSO VISIT US ON FACEBOOK!

VANCOUVER
4811 NE 94th AVE
VANCOUVER, WA 98662
(360) 254-1126

PEARL
311 NW BROADWAY
PORTLAND, OR 97209
(503) 227-3443

82nd
2330 SE 82nd AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97216
(503) 777-6033

MLK
237 SE MLK JR BLVD
PORTLAND, OR 97214
(503) 239-1678

SHOP.TABOOVIDEO.COM • ORDER ONLINE • IN-STORE PICKUP AVAILABLE

Cheetahs Cabaret
SALEM'S HOTTEST AFTER HOURS
& WILDEST 18+ Entertainment!

Daisy
Seeking Dancers 18 & Up! Auditions 7pm-10pm

DONKEY SHOW!
EVERY SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT!

NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
SUN, DEC 31

FULLY NUDE EVERY SET!

OPEN TUE-THU 7PM-4AM, FRI-SAT 6PM-5AM (OR LATER) & SUN 7PM-2AM
3453 SILVERTON RD NE • SALEM, OR 97301 • (503) 316-6969

@CHEETAHSALEM
SHOWER SHOWS!
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY!
BRIDGEPORT
503.726.2403 • 17839 SW MCEWAN RD • 97224
FACEBOOK.COM/STARSCABARETB看待PORT
@STARSBRIDGEPORT
UGLY SWEATER PARTY
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23
FREE CHRISTMAS DINNER!
MONDAY, DECEMBER 25
NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 31
FREE CHAMPAGNE TOAST!

SALEM
503.370.8063 • 1550 WESTON CT NE • 97301
FACEBOOK.COM/STARSSALEM • @STARSINSALEM
31ST ANNUAL
SALEM POLICE TOY DRIVE
NEW, UNWRAPPED TOYS ACCEPTED UNTIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 19
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
SLUMBER PARTY WEEKEND
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22 & SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23
PAJAMAS & PILLOW FIGHTS ALL NIGHT LONG!
WEAR PJS TO GET IN FREE!
TACO TUESDAYS
50¢ TACOS & TEQUILA SPECIALS
ALL DAY, EVERY TUESDAY

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM STARSCABARETGIRLS
$5 LUNCH SPECIALS
MON-FRI 11AM-4PM
ALL LOCATIONS
WWW.STARSCABARET.COM
NEW DANCERS WELCOME • NOW HIRING BAR, COCKTAIL & DOOR STAFF